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DISCLAIMER

The views, opinions , and/or findings contained in this memorandum are
those of the author and should not be construed as an official
Department of the Army position, policy or decision, unless so
designated by other offIcial documentation.
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FOREWORD

This memorandum seeks to add to the understanding of the
Soviet-Amer ican military equation by examining the Soviet perception
of American will, and assessing its impact on future Soviet foreign
policy behavior. The author contends that President Carter ’s election
presented the Kreml in with new uncertainties concerning the policies
President Carter would adopt , how successfully he could marshal
political support , and what changes he could achieve in the US ability
to act in the international environment. The author asserts that the
Soviet Union has come to regard President Carter as a clever politician
who, to a great degree, has succeeded in reforging American will, and,
correspondingly, American ability to undertake certain foreign
initiatives. He concludes that the way the Soviet leaders answer
questions about the c~.’ntlnual evaluation of American will can
significantly impact future Soviet foreign policy behavior.

The Military Issues Research Memoranda progra m of the Strategic
Studies Institute , US Army War College, provides a means for timely
dissemination of analytical papers which are not necessarily constrained
by format or conformity with institutional policy. These memoranda
are prepared on subjects of current- importance in areas related to the
authors ’ professional work or interests.

This memorandum was prepared as a contribution to the field of
national security research and. study. As such, it does not reflect the
official view of the College, the Department of the Army , or the
Department of Defense.

DeWITT C~ SMITH , JR.
Major General, USA
Commandant
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THE SOVIET PERCEPTION OF AMERICAN WILL

A century and a half ago, Karl von Clausewitz observed that “war is
nothing but a continuation of political intercourse , with a mixture of
other means.” Although technological developments and a changed
International environment have caused some observers to question the
continued legitimacy of the Prussian general ’s most famous assert ion,’
few would dispute the continue d relevance of another of his
observations: that “the sum of available means” and “the strength of
will” are two indispensable factors which must be considered when
assessing a potential enemy’s strength. The sum of available means , to

• Clausewltz, could be estimated since “it depends (although not
• entirel y) on numbers ,” whereas “the strength of volition is more

difficult to determine , and can only be estimated to a certain extent by
the strength of the motives.” - Continuing, Clausewitz argued that will
“is not an entirely unknown quant ity; It indica tes what It will be
tomorrow by what It is today. ” Potential opponents may consequently
“form an opinion of the other” based not only on the kind and quality
of equipment, but also on the strength and depth of national will.

Clausewltz observations on means and will have as much relevance to
modern America as to nineteenth century Europe . Unfort unately,
however , the ongoing debate in the United States over the relative
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strength of Soviet and American milita ry arsenals too often ignores the
point that quantity and quality of arms is only one factor which needs
to be examined when discussing the “internat ional correlatio n of
forces ,” as the Soviet s pref er to call it. Without minimizing the
importance of quantity -quality considerati ons , such an approach
present s a somewhat myopic view.

This essay, then , examines a factor which has been too often
ignored—the Soviet perception of Americ an will—and assesses the
possible impact of that perceptio n on current and futur e Soviet foreign
policy.

PROBLEM S OF ANALYSIS

Before we begin our examinati on of the Soviet perceptio n of
American will, a word of cautio n is perhaps advisable . As Clausewitz
warne d, will itself is a difficult concept with which to grapp le. Since it —

is an abstract phenomenon , national will cannot be strictly delineated.
The subjectivity of the concept of national will is, to a great extent , the
produc t of both the multitude of parameters which determine will and
the varying importance which diverse observers att ach to these
paramet ers. What goals does a nation have? How important does the
political, economic , military, etc., leadersh ip of a nation view these
goals as being? What type of risk , how many risks , and how great are
the risks which a nation will take to achieve these goals? How unified
are the leaders of a natio n in their own perception s and choices of
policy? If they are not unified , what are the relative strengths, political
and othe rwise , of the competing factions? The answers to these and
othe r similar questions all play a role in determini ng national will.
Although Klaus Knorr was referring to intent in his discussions of
military statecraft , his observatio ns may well be extend ed to include
national will:

intent (and national will) is never clear-cut . . . it is usually fragmentary
and ambiguous. The historical record reveals that changes in the Intention(and will) of the other state can come quickly and are very hard to
predict.2

What, then , is will? For the purposes of this study, will may be
defined as the determination of a nation to achieve Its national
objectives and defend Its national interests. lO many ways, national wifi
may be viewed as synonymous with national morale. However , since
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this study examines the Soviet perception of Americ an will, it is
necessary to approach the concept of will in Marxist-Leninist terms.
Whereas Western views of nationa l will tend to stress the necessity of
public support for policy actions undert aken at the behest of elite
policymakers as a necessary component of successful policy, 3 Soviet
views are somewhat different . Stressing the class nature of
contemporary society, Soviet authorities argue that national will is
more determined by the moral qualit ies of the dominant class.4
Attitudes of the masses are consequently reduced in importance when
the national will of a non-Socialist society is under examination , at least
as far as the Marxist-Leninist is concerned. Consequently in order to
gain a more accurate understand ing of the Soviet perception of
American will, we must first analyze the Marxist-Leninist viewpoint on
the subject .

MARXISM-LENINISM AND WILL:
AN IDEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE

Contemporary Soviet writers refer to the importance of national will
(or as they prefer to call It , national morale) in their discussions of the
international correlation of forces. Marxism- Leninism, according to one
source , takes “full consideration” of the part played by moral factors as
well as military and political factors in its assessment of the balance of
forces. 5 Indeed , morale has been described as a factor of “enormous
strategic Importance ,” the signifIcance of which “will apply even more
in a wodd nuclear war , should the imperialists unleash It. ”6

More specifically, national will as applied to society as a whole
signifies “the resolve of the masses to carry out major social, economic,
political , and military tasks .”7 Soviet analysts do not stop here ,
however , and it is at this point that their analysis of the role of national
will departs from Weste rn Interpretations ; to the Marxist-Leninist , the
strength and solidity of national will Is ultimately determined by the
nature of the prevailing social system and the degree of class conflict
within that state. Thus , In a single dass society, the po~ lbility for a
breakdown of national will is almost nonexistent because of the lack of
class conflict. On the other hand, In multiclass societies, with their
accompanying class conflicts , national will is often fragmented . Soviet
authors are fond of using the Vietnamese War as an example to buttress
their case. According to Soviet Mllita iy Review, US morale in Vietnam

0 was low because Americans were “fighting only for money” and had
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“no lofty (class) ideals worth risking their lives for.”8 Much the same
was true for the domestic front.

Using this approach , Soviet theoreticians view Western societies as
being beset by a number of conflicts , some of which have immediate
relevance to the issue of national will. First, since there is conflict
between classes within non-Socialist states , it is extremely difficult to
mobilize will into a single goal-directed entity . National will in
non-Socialist states is consequently reduced below that of its Socialist
counterpart . Second , and just as importantly, the ruling class in
bourgeois states is composed of different segments which themselves
have primarily their own interests at heart. The ruling class itself
therefore has internal conflicts which reduce the streng th of will of the
bourgeois state . The Marxist-Leninist arg ues by definition that
non-Socialist states exclude the proletariat and other non-bourgeois
classes from the state structure thereby automatically reducing nat ional
will. (There are exceptions . See below.) Consequently , this essay will
primarily address itself to the second conflict and its impact on the
Soviet image of American will.

Following the above line of thought , Marxist-Leninist ideologues
maintain that Socialist societies have an innate advantage over other
social systems because of the alleged single class nature of Socialist
states. Conversely, in capitalist countries , the “socio-political basis of
the people ’s . . . morale is eroding ” becau se of militarism,
encroachments of bourgeois democracy, and other similar factors. 9 In
certain instances , though , “bourgeois propagandists ” are able to
“brainwash” large masses of the population and win their support for
certain policies by posing those policies as protective of proletarian
class interests. Thus, for short periods of time , national will in a
non-Socialist state may be artificially strengthened , but only until the
bourgeois deceit is inevitably uncovered.

l’his does not mean , however , that the “will of the masses” plays an
inconsequential role in Soviet estimates of the national will of
non-Socialist states. Rather , the Kremlin’s theorists today recognize
that the opinion of nonbourgeo is elements in non-Socialist states is a
force with which bourgeois policymakers must increasingly contend.
Nonetheles s, no less a person than Georgi Arbatov warns:

While (such estimates) are basically correct, the arguments about the
importance of tak ing public opinion into consideration and references
to. . . wiU of the man in the street are frequently u~ d In order to conceal
the fact that despite the increased influence of the masses,- the Internal and
external policies of the capitalist states continue to be shaped by the ruling
bourgeoi sie and its political representatives.’0
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Thus , while the will of the masses is viewed as an increasingly
important factor in the non-Socialist states, it is still much less
significant than the will of the bourgeois class. With this small caveat,
then, the Soviet perception of American will may be more accurately
portrayed as the Soviet perception of American bouiyeois will.

This will, in turn , consists of two major elements , at least in Soviet
eyes. First , conscious class interests are contained within a so-called
“socio-ideological” element. This element theoretically reflects the
system of prevailing social relations. Second, the “complex aggregate of
the notions, impressions, and sentiments which are aroused . . . in
everyday life” are contained within a “socio-psychological” element.
There is no sharp line of distinction between these two perceived
elements of will, and it is furthe r cautione d that if a people’s
socio-psychological outlook does not contain ideological elements, their
morale can be “neithe r lofty nor firm. ”11

In summation, then , the Marxist-Leninist image of national will
views the concept as a manifestation of class morale. In the context of a
non-Socialist society, the will of the dominant class is the most
significant for policy matters, although the will of the dominated class
is becoming increasingly important. Correspondingly, the major
assumption underlying this study is that the Soviet Union, to a great
extent, gauges its estimates of American national will both on the
degree of consensus within the ruling dass and on the ability of the
dominant segment of the ruling class (“realist” or “reactionary,”
depending on time and place) to muster both bourgeois and, to a lesser
degree, proletariat supp’~rt behind it. With this back groun d, then , we
can now turn to recent Soviet perceptions of American will.

THE FORD ADMINIST RATION:
AMERICAN PARALYSIS

By American standards, Gerald Ford attained the Presidency under
highly unusual circumstances. Richard Nixon’s resignation left many
Americans wondering about the continued viability of their 4government, and questioning the continuity of both domestic and
foreign policies. Ford, in short , was an unknown quantity. Although he
had spent all his adult life in politics, his emergence as the predominant
US political figure was both unexpected and unsettling.

If Ford was an unknown quantity to most Americans, he was an
even more unknown figure to the Soviet Union. While Soviet -

•
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statements stressed Moscow’s desire to make Soviet-American detente
“irreversible ,” Ford himself remained a new factor , and despite his
assurances that Nixon’s foreign policy path would be pursued , he had
not yet been tested. Even more importantly, in Soviet eyes, the
question remained whether Ford could implement the policies he
claimed he desired. According to Soviet analysts, one of the major
factors leading to Nixon’s resAg~a~ion was the debate over detente . The
Watergate Affair itself was viewed as “the fragment of rock which
caused a landslide which ultimately cut short the career of the 37th
President of the United States. ” !2 The scandal was only one of several
manifestations of “an acute domestic politic al struggle ,” the result of a
feud between a Democratic Congress and a Republican White House
and between pro-detente and anti-detente forces.13 One source
sarcastically pondered whether Nixon’s resignation was a “triumph for
US democracy” or “Democratic revenge” for the 1972 election
debacle. ’4 Another article addressed the detente issue dir ectly:

Does not the desire to ‘trip up’ responsible Amer icans who have embarked
on the path of talks and agreements with the Soviet Union account for the
raisi ng up by some US politician s a ballyhoo over the internal squabbles
and scandals in the country? 15

From the very moment of Ford ’s assumption of powe r , then , the
Soviets bad questions about his ability to implement policy. These
questions emanated not necessarily from the Kremlin’s unfamiliarity
with Ford , but rather from its view of the causes of Watergate itself.16
From Moscow’s viewpoint, Ford was beset by problems of policy
execution caused by conflict within the American government.
American national will as reflected in the President’s ability to
unilaterally act had been compromised, and the Soviet leadership
realized it.

The Kremlin’ s realiz atio n that intragovernment conifict was causing
inert ia in Americ an policies was not a product of Nixon’s resignation ,
althoug h it was directly attributable to the Watergate Affair . Eight
month s before the resignation , Soviet diplomats were telling their
Western European counte rparts that the Kremlin regarde d American
policies as unpredictable because of Nixon’s uncert ain future. 17
Indeed, Soviet attitudes toward Congress itself indicated that Moscow
had developed a new respect for the policymaking potential of that
legislative body. Earlier Soviet attitudes had disparaged Congress and its
ability to influence Presidential action ,18 but by spring 1974, the

6
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Kremlin began to pay greater heed to the American legislature . Senator
Ted Kennedy traveled to the Soviet Union in March and was accorded
treatment usually reserved for heads of state. In May, a Supreme Soviet
delegation headed by Candidate Member of the Politburo and Secretary
of the CPSU Central Committee Boris Ponamerev spent several days in
Washington with members of Congress.19 By the time of Nixon’s actual
resignation, one Soviet assessment of Congress went as far as declaring
that Congress had “in effect forced Nixon to resign.”20

Correspondingly, American national will had been compromised.
Congress’ increased influence would force Nixon’s successor, according
to Soviet estimates, to balance conflicting interests more delicately than
Nixon himself had. Policies preferred by the executive now more than
ever had to be tempered with Presidential awareness of Congressional
sentiment. Throughout the fall of 1974, Soviet commentary noted the
unevenness of American policy despite Ford ’s protestations that he
wished to continue detente .2’ While Ford himself was chastised by the
Soviet media only in relation to his propo sed trip to South Kore a ,22

Secretary of Defense Schlesinger ’s revival of the theory of a limited
Soviet-American nuclear exchan ge and the continuing difficulties
encountered by the Soviet-Americ an trade bill in Congress proved , to
the Soviets, that Ford was not master in his own house. The criticism
aimed at the Vladivostok SALT understanding reached by Brezhnev
and Ford in November 1974 added weight to this Soviet perception.
Although leading Soviet journals argued that the Vladivostok summit
had struck “a blow against the hopes and plans cherished by the
enemies of detente”23 and had given “a new mighty impulse” to
further Soviet-American cooperation,24 the same journals also
cautioned that anti-detente forces remained strong and were stepping
up their anti-detente activities.

This Soviet analysis of the first few months of the Ford
administration fit well within the Soviet class perspective of American
politics and American national will discussed in the precedin g section.
It is interesting to note that while Soviet analysts recognized two trends
within American ruling circles even durin g the latter years of the
Eisenhower administration,25 it was not until the Nixon administration
that the proponents of a “more realistic approach” to Soviet-American
relations finally prevailed. 26 To the Soviets, Nixon’s policies provided

-
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ample proof of this ideological position. According to one Hedrick
Smith report from Moscow , Russians argue d that “under
Nixon.. . practical steps (toward detente) have been taken; not (under)
Johnson, not Kenned y even, but Nixon.”27 With Nixon’s demise and7
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the resurgence of Congress as an influence on decisionmaklng, the
preeminence of the “realistic” forces of the bourgeoisie which existed
during the Nixon Presidency was no longer assured. Thus, while
American policy became uncertain during the aftermath of the Nixon
resignation, American will to implement any policy became an
unknown factor as the two trends within the ruling class competed for
predominance. Nowhere was this Soviet perception made more clear
than in the Soviet reaction to American policies during the last few
months of the existence of the Republic of Vietnam.

By early 1975, Moscow realized that a US President’s request to
Congress for additional aid to Indochinese clients no longer guaranteed
the delivery of that aid. While Ford and Kissinger were castigated for
their continued support of more aid for Thieu in South Vietnam and
Lon Nol in Cambodia , the Kremlin’s observers noted with satisfaction
that “many members of the US Congress share the realistic appraisal”
that the collapse of both regimes was “inevitable ,” and therefore
opposed the aid request.28 As the regimes ’ positions deteriorated in
March and April, this viewpoint solidified. “Rationally thinking
Americans” wanted nothing more to do with Thieu since he had been
“rejected by the (South Vietnamese) people,” one report noted,29
while another indicated that “broad segments of the American public,
some representatives of the American press, and certain political
circles” had a “realistic understanding of the situation ” and wanted
“total American noninvolvement.”30 One prominent Soviet j ournal
argued that Congress “hesitated to extend additional aid” because of
the “utter inviability and evident bankruptcy of the Thieu clique.”
Ford, on the other hand, still labored under “the concept of American
omnipotence.” This executive-legislative stalemate ended as “life itself
resolved the question” of additional aid.3’

To the Kremlin, American will was quite clearly fragmented. The
“ruling political circles” each quite clearly had their own preferred
policy option, Moscow realized, but since they could not reach a
concensus on policy, American responses to the North Vietnamese
onslaug ht were effectively paralyzed.

It is in this light , then , that the restr ained Soviet reaction to the fall
of Saigon may most accurately be viewe-d. When Brezh nev, Kosygin,
and Podgorny sent a congratulato ry message of greeting to the National
Liberation Front for South Vietna m and the Provisio nal Revolutionary
Government in early May, they merely observed that “the Soviet Union
has invariably and firmly supported and will continue to supp ort the

8
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patriots of South Vietnam and the Vietnamese people.”32 Other Soviet
publi cations noted that the fInal end to the Indoch inese conflict meant
that world tension could now be reduced.33 Even more strikingly,
when Brezhnev delivered his May 8 speech marking the Thirtieth
Anniversary of the end of World War II , he lauded detente and the end
of the Indochinese wars , but directed absolutely no criticism at the
United States. 34 This ongoing effort to “save American face,” if it may
be termed that , continued in the Soviet coverage of the “Mayaguez ”
incident In mid-May. For the most part , the Soviet media delivered
factual accounts of the affair without overt condemnation, although
foreign commentary was reported.35

With American ability to formul ate long-term policy seriously
undermined by the inability to establish governmental concensu s on
policy, and with even short-term reaction to crisis situations being
subjected to partisan political debate, it is little wonder that the Soviet
leadership and media presented the fall of South Vietnam and the
“Mayaguez” incident in moderate terms. From this point of view, the
objective reality of the situation spoke for itself. Since the United
States was in a “morning-after state” because of Vietnam , to borrow a
Soviet phrase,36 the Soviet leadership undoubtedly saw little reason to
arouse the United States from its stupor by crowing about its fellow
Socialist state ’s victory. With the executive-legislative standoff and the
ongoing “realist-reactionary” debate , American national will was
effectively paralyzed , at least as seen from the Kremlin. As far as
Moscow was concerned , this was a quite satisfacto ry situation.

The Soviet view of fragmented American will may even have served
as a major input to increase Soviet support for national liberation
movements in Africa, most specifically, to the Popular Movemen t for
the Liberation of Angola (MPLA) . While it would be naive to assert that
this Soviet perception was the dominant consideratio n behind the
stepped-up Soviet aid of later summer and fall , 1976, it would be
equally myopic to ignore this perception as an input to Soviet foreign
policy formulati on. What better place than a distant , undeveloped ,
newly-independent nation on a distant , undeveloped , politically
unstable continent to verify the Soviet image of a United States
constrained by lack of a concensus of will? Indeed , the Soviet media
Itself linked the congressional attitu de toward aid for the pro-Western
movements In Angola with its previous attitude toward additional aid
to Saigon. After the US Senate defeated the administration ’s request
for appropriations for Angola by a 54 22 vote in mId-December 1975 ,

L
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the Soviet media trumpeted that Congress had “remembered the lessons
of Vietnam. ” The vote was praised as a “realist position” since it• refused to “subsidize the Peoples’ Republic of Angola’s opponents. ”37

Even the course of attempted negotiations 0-n Angola reflected the
Soviet image of a United States unable to act. Secretary of State
Kissinger travele d to Moscow in mid-Janua ry 1976, and trie d to
establish a dialogue on Angola with Brezhnev several times during the
course of his visit. Brezhnev simply refused to discuss the situation.

By early 1976, then , it was fairly evident that the Soviet leadership
was cognizant of the schisms withi n the American political elite, and
was equally aware that these disagreements significantly undermined
the US capability to act in the international environment. American
national will, in essence, had been neutralized by the ongoing conflict
between “realists” and “reactionaries.”

This does not imply that Soviet analysts believed that either segment
of the American ruling class had itself lost its class will; rather , to the
Kremlin, a standoff had developed between the two segments.
International Affairs made this exceedingly clear . On the one hand ,
“more and more statesmen . . . admitted the failure of the Cold War
str ategy .” US public opinion itself was becoming more

• “progressive.. . and increasingly convinced that the US ought once and
for all give up the role of “world gendarme.” 38 On the other hand,
reactionary forces were launching “a virulent campaign against the
proponents of realism.”39 The milita ry-industrial complex , a core
element of the “reactionary ” segment was pulling out its “Communist
thre at statements ” to combat the “realists.” While the Kremlin
admitted that the “Communist threat statements ” were intended in
part to provide “a morale booster.. . in connection with the recent
events in Indoch ina,” detente itself was viewed as the primary targe t.40
As a result of this standoff , American will was paralyzed.

Increasing debate over detente in the United States during the 1976
election campaign gave the Soviet Union ample opportunity to view the
level of disagreement in the United States over questions surrounding
detente. From Moscow’s point of view, the Presidential campaign both
confirmed the Soviet image of a paralyzed American will, and forced
the Kremlin to recognize that that paralysi s was not as severe or as
well-delineated as it had previously believed (and probably hoped).

THE ELECTION CAMPAIGN:
RESURGENT REACTION

As the 1976 election campaign progressed, detente was singled out
10
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as “more and more the key election issue.”41 What is of particular
note, however, was the Soviet argument that growing American
opposition to detente was “more than just an electoral tactic.” Instead,
it was “the right wing attempt in both main bourgeois parties” to “keep
US foreign policy from further developing detente politically and
progressing to the stage of military detente.”42 No less a personage
than Brezhnev himself, speaking at the Twenty-Fifth CPSU Congress in
February 1976, warned against “influential forces in the United States
that are interested neither in the improvement of relations nor in the
easing of international tension.”43

Specifically, the Kremlin chastised Henry Jackson, Ronald Reagan,
and George Wallace as the chief spokesmen for the forces of American
reaction. To observers in the Soviet Union, their candidacies were
having a clear and immediate impact on Ford administration policy as
Ford moved to cut off criticisms from the “right wing bourgeoisie.”
Pravda condemned the “pressure from the iight” which was having a

• “certam effect on Washington politicians who were making strange
speeches about the necessity for a two-sided approach to the socialist
countries.”44 Even though the Russians were cognizant that many of
the hard-line statements were election rhetoric, there was a genuine -

uneasiness that the United States would “throw the baby out with the
bathwater,” to borrow Radio Moscow’s phrase.45

What implications for US policy, and in turn for national will, did 
-

•

these observations bear? Clearly, Moscow expected a swing to the right
in election rhetoric and possibly in policy, but for the most part ,
divisions within the bourgeoisie were viewed as too deep to permit a
resurgence of American will. Indeed, the importance of Ford’s
abandonment of the term “detente” and substitution of the concept 4
“peace through strength” was minimized by Soviet observers, at least at
first. “Renunciation of a word is not renunciation of a policy course,”
one journal noted , while Soviet Foreign Minister Gromyko declared
that Ford has “impoverished the American vocabulary, not real life .”46
Ford’s victories in the Florida and Illinois primaries, both coming after

• his rejection of “detente,” consequently solidified the original Soviet
reaction to Ford’s comments. Rejection of the term “detente” was in
fact a domestic political ploy of limited policy significance , according
to Moscow.47

During the early primary elections, Soviet commentators even
implied that while they feared the potential power of the
“representatives of reaction,” the “realistic forces” themselves were

1• 11
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gaining the upper hand. The potential existed, therefore, to remove at
least some of the paralysis from American will and “get on with
detente” as the “realists” attained predominance.

Soviet reaction to the Ford-Carter victories in the March 9 Florida
primary and the March 16 Illinois primary gave eloquent testimony to
this Soviet perspective. Following Ford’s convincing victory in the
Florida primary, Radio Moscow surprisingly admitted that the Kremlin
had been “very concerned” about the possibility of a Reagan victory.
The Ford-Reagan contest was not “just a local question,” but rather “a
test of a basic foreign policy.” Reagan’s loss, when viewed in
conjunction with Jackson’s third place finish in the Democratic
primary, proved that most Americans “shared a common majority
outlook” on the question of detente despite “whatever their differences
in domestic policy” may be, Radio Moscow informed its listeners.48

Carter’s victory in Florida was meanwhile attributed to the fact that
he had not “clearly defined his program, thereby enabling the voter to
interpret it according to his own taste.”49 His Illinois win was possible,
though, because he “condemn(ed) politicians who want the United
States to revert to Cold War policies and confrontations with the Soviet
Union.”50 Meanwhile, on the Republican side, Ford’s fifth consecutive
primary victory left New Times with only one conclusion: “Reagan has
been beaten in the primaries.”51 Even after Reagan’s surprise victory in
the March 23 North Carolina contest , the Soviets argued that
“anti-detente” candidates had won only two of twelve possible
victories, Jackson in Massachusetts (which was attributed to his “racist”
anti-bussing position) and Reagan in North Carolina. Clearly, the
Kremlin maintained, the primaries proved that the American people
supported the pro-detente elements of the ruling class.52

This optimistic Soviet assessment was quickly shattered by a string
of Reagan victories which included Texas, Alabama, Georgia, Indiana,
and Nebraska. To be sure, Reagan’s wins were offset by Ford’s
successes in Pennsylvania, New York, Wisconsin, West Virginia, and the
District of Columbia, but Reagan had nonetheless established himself as
a legitimate candidate. Reagan’s emergence as a viable anti-detente
candidate was further balanced by Carter’s continued pro-detente
success in the Democratic campaigns, but the question stifi remains:
what accounted for Reagan’s sudden surge?

To Moscow, there were two major explanations. First, Ford had
blundered by making “concessions to the right.” Second, with
Jackson’s withdrawal from the primary campaigns following his defeat
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in Pennsylvania and Wallace’s continuing futility (with the exception of
the Alabama primary), American reactionaries had coalesced behind the
former California governor.

As we have already seen, when Ford first aban doned the term
“detente” and adopted the phrase “peace through strength ,” the
Soviets for the most part dismissed the significance of Ford ’s action.
With Reagan ’s sudden onslaught , however , the Krem lin reassessed its
previous view. Ford ’s rejection of “detente ” “cut into his support ” and
permitted Reagan’s fortunes to rise.53 This concession to the right
wing, when coupled with Reagan’s ability to attract “the forces of
reaction and militarism” which at one time favored eithe r Wallace or
Jackson,54 made the outcome of the Republican race a complex and
confused issue, Moscow believed, and at the same time increased the
ability of the reactionary forces to influence policy. Whereas only a few
months earlier Moscow had hoped for a new-found American national
concensus support ing detente to attain predominance, by mid-summer ,
Moscow believed, American ruling circles were once again deadlocked.
National will was again paralyze d, and reactionary forces were
resurgent.

The national conventions of both parties did little to alter this Soviet
perception. On the Democratic side, even before the convention, the
Kre mlin recognized that Carter ’s nomination was assured. While
Carter’s vagueness on policy enabled “conservatives to see him as a
conservative, moderates to see him as a moderate, and liberals as a
liberal ”55 the Party platform drew more vehement criticism.
According to Izvestiia:

(The Democratic platform) tries to combine the Incompatible. On the one
hand, It contains some realistic statements In support of the relaxation of
tensions...

On the other hand, the sensible statements are juxtaposed by assertio ns
tak3n from the arsenal of those opposed to detente and International
cooperation.56

The reason for the contradict ion, Moscow argued , was clear. Even
with Carter’s support for detente, the forces of reaction within the
Democratic party were strong, and It was impossible for Carter to adopt
only one position within the platform and hold the party together. On
the whole , Moscow believed that the Democratic nominee support ed
detente, but at the same time had “some reservations which put you on
your guard.”57 Claims of good will juxtaposed with support for a
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st rong military, support for negotiations contrasted with the need for a
“tougher” negotiating posture , and general support for detente versus a
willingness to listen to right wing reactionaries all provided proof , to
the Soviets, that reaction remained influential within the Democratic
party. Nonetheless, the Kremlin much preferred Carter to Jackson or
Wallace.

Ford’s fIn al nomination at the Republican convention was similarly
viewed in two lights. On the one hand, Reagan’s loss marked a
“rejection of the ultraconservative course in domestic and foreign
policy ,” Pravda pronounced , while Radio Moscow reasoned that
Reagan’s “attacks on detente frightened many Republicans who are
concerned about their party’s future .”58 On the other hand , the
Republican platform’s foreign policy planks represented a “compromise
between the more realistic position of Ford ’s supporters ” and the
attempts by Reagan ’s people “to saturate everything with the poison of
Cold War and bellicose chauvinism.”59 Ford had paid a high price for
Republican unity, Moscow cautioned, and his concessions would come
back to haunt him.6°

As the two candidates opened their final campaigns for the White
House, then, Soviet analysts believed that both had moved to placate
right wing criticism. In Soviet eyes, both candidates sought to build a
concensus based on the widest possible coalition bearing in mind the
class interests which they represented. Carter, whose earlier moralizing
had been respected if not praised by the Soviet press, was now
criticized since “whenever he passes from generalization to political
specifics, the smokescreen of moralizing maxims disappear, revealing
the same old base which is well-known to everyone.”61 Ford was more
heavily assailed. For the first time ever one Soviet publication
questioned the location of Jerry Ford’s true ideological position:

Indeed, before now, in every clash with the ultra-right wing, Ford has made
concessions. The future will tell whether this was dictated by tactical
considerations of the struggle for the nomination or by ideological kinship
with Reagan. (Emphasis added)62

Indeed , the forces of reaction have staged a comeback as far as
Moscow was concerned. To be sure, American national will remained as
fragmented and paralyzed as it had at the beginning of the election
campaign as the “realistic” and “reactionary” trends competed with
each other, but the situat ion had become blurred. The Soviet Union
was unsure of the preference policies of both Carter and Ford , and
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perhaps even more unnerving from the Kremlin’s perspective, could not
accurately gauge the political forces which supported the two
candidates. What would be the political outcome of the election? From
Moscow’s viewpoint , the only thing that was sure was that a
representative of the bourgeoisie would be victorious . What policies he
would adopt , and how successfully he could marshal the support of
other segments of society behind him remained unanswe re d questions.

THE CARTER ADMINISTRATION :
POLITICS OR POLICY?

Jimmy Carter’s election, to the Kremlin, did not answer these
questions, and indeed posed new ones. How “moralistic” would the
new administration be? What would the new administration be like, and
how would it act in the international environment? These and other
questions undoubtedly assailed the Kremlin’s policymakers.

Why did Carter win? Soviet sources could not agree. Izvestiia listed
disenchantment with Ford and his policies, economics, the personality
of the candidates, and detente as key issues. Other Soviet papers and
journ als placed stress on different items within Izvestiia ’s list . Radio
Moscow followed suit. Obviously, in Moscow, there was no unanimity
of viewpoint on the cause(s) of Carter’s victory. With the Kremlin’s
realization that “the future course of the foreign and domestic policy
of the USA” could be substantially altered by a Presidential campaign
and a new President ,63 and with Moscow’s uncertainty about how to
assess Carter , it is perhaps understandable that the Kremlin proceeded
cautiously with the new administration.

It is in this light, then, that Brezhnev’s assurances to Carter that the
Soviet Union had no intention of “testing” the new administration and
would actually “go out of its way to avoid any crisis situation,”64 may
most accurately be viewed. Though Brezhnev had earlier asserted that
the new administration would have no choice but to opt for a policy of
continued relaxation of tensions,65 it was dear from his assurances that
he had no desire to add weight to the arguments of those who opposed
such a relaxation. With Soviet uncertainty about how to assess Carter ,
and with the Soviet image of an American will paralyzed by division
within the ruling class, Brezhnev may well have been doing his utmost
to assure the new and impressionable administration that the Soviet
threat was myth rather than reality. At worst, Brezhnev undoubtedly
reasoned, paralysis of will would continue; at best, the hand of the
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pro-detente element would be strengthened. In either case, the Soviet
Union could lose nothing. The potential benefits were obvious.

After the Carter administration took office, the Soviet Union
refrained from conunenting on the new administration’s policies for
several months. This “honeymoon” period, if it may be termed that, is
a privilege which the Soviet media has regularly accorded new
presidents. As New Times said, “It will take several months.. . for the
passions to subside and for the newly-elected incumbent of the White
House to begin seriously shaping administration policy.”66

Nonetheless, even in the months immediately afte r Carter took
office , the Kremlin made extensive commentary on the forces which
were influencing the new administration. It was clear that the Kremlin
believed that a fundamental realignment of forces was occurring within
American ruling circles. The impact which that realignment would have
on nat ional will, however, remained unclear.

Much of the realignment was precipitated by the “reactionary”
forces in American society which were afraid the new administration
intended to pursue detente more ardently. These circles, though
somewhat weakened by the “continuing crisis of capitalism,” still had
“considerable resources” which they were expanding to underm ine
detente.67 More specifically, the “reactionaries” had the short range
goals of pressuring the Carter administration into adopting a
“hard-line” with the Kremlin and of winning Carter’s support for
increased military spending.68

The attempts by the American right wing to influence American
policy were by no means a new phenomenon, as we have already seen.
Indeed , the Russians argued that the “reactionary forces” had managed
to “bend the former (Ford) administration’s policy line markedly to
the right”69 and had “substantially retarded” the course of detente
during the Ford Presidency.70 As Arbatov later said, “for the sake of
justice it must be said that the attempts to emasculate the content of
detente began before the (Carter) administration came to power.”71

Nonetheless, Carter’s accession to power witnessed a revitalization of
the “reactionaries” effort s to influence policy, at least as far as the
Kremlin was concerned. Led by the “Infamous military-Industrial
complex,” the “reactionaries” sought to undermine detente by
resurrecting the “myth of the Soviet threat and by claiming that the
Soviet Union infringed human rights.”72 The first Issue was rejected as
a “fabrication” by no less a personage than Brezhnev In his mid-January
speech at Tula, while the second Issue was dismissed as “meddling in
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Internal Soviet affairs” and rejected as ifiustrative of an American
“double standard.”73 Interestingly enough , the Soviet rejection of
Carter’s claim that there was no linkage between “detente” and
“human rights”74 aligned the Soviets with the hard-line advocates in
the United States. The difference between the two positions was that
while the Kremlin argued that “human rights meddling” endangered
detente and should therefore be terminated, the US hard-line advocates
believed that the human rights issue could be used to make detente
more productive for the United States. -

How successful were the “reactionary” elements in their efforts to
influence the Carter administration? The Soviets, once again, were not
sure. The uncertainty with which the Kremlin viewed Carter during the
election carried over to the early months of his administration. On the
one hand , Pr avda noted shortly before Carter took office , the
“reactionaries” influence “on public consciousness and on
policy-shaping is no longer what it used to be.” On the other hand, the
same issue of the party paper declared, “struggle on many aspects
of. . . policy is taking place behind the scenes.”75 Indeed, Moscow
observed that “much (was) unclear about Carter’s policy since the
opponents of detente (were) still active.”76

Even so, the Soviet Union appeared to expect Carter to adopt a
“moderate center” policy despite the actions and influence of the right
wing. Carter’s cabinet choices, his verbal support for arms control , and
his desire for a new SALT agreement were all favorably received in the
Soviet Union.77 One Novosti -report went as far as proclaiming that a
“very valuable atmosphere of trust” was building “cautiously but
steadily” between Carter and Brezhnev, even though “only time will
tell” whether Carter could overcome the pressures of the right.78

As Carter stressed the human rights issue in the early months of his
presidency, and as his promised military budget cutback failed to
materialize, the Soviets increasingly maintained that reactionary forces
“evidently have had some success” with their propaganda.79 “Pursuing
detente and meddling in internal Soviet affairs” were incompatible,
Pr avda thundered, and Carter’s claim that cruise missiles would not be
discussed In upcoming negotiations similarly showed that the military
Industrial complex was “making itself felt in Washington.”8° The
Carter administration exhibited “a certain duality” in its words and
deeds, Moscow reported.81

Thus, by March , the Soviet Union believed that right wing pressures
were beginning to have an effect on American policy. While the
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Kremlin refrained from linking the Carte r administratio n to the right
wing of US politics, it was extremel y evident that the new President
was viewed as a malleable leader. Earlier , Moscow had cautioned that
Carter’s preferences for detente did “not mean that a straight and open
road to agreements” had opened.82 By March , “reactionaries in both
parties” had succeeded in intensifying “the struggle to preserve and
further detente .”83 The “complex ins and outs of contemporary US
political life,” as Pravda termed it, had influenced Carter to turn away
from certain of his campaign promises. The “duality” which pervaded
Carter ’s attitudes and policies was nowhere more apparent to the
Soviets than in his strategic arms limitation proposals and strategic
weapons decisions of March throug h July .84

Secreta ry of State Vance presented the American arms limitation
proposals to the Soviets during his March 26-30 trip to the Soviet
Union. The Soviets immediately and vocally rejected both the
“comprehensive” package and the “limited” package as giving a
“unilateral advantage” to the United States. The Soviet leadership,
apparently fearing that the American initiatives had cast the Soviet
Union in an obstructionist role, launched a media blitz decrying the US
positions as “unrealistic .” Invariably , however , the media coverage
reaffirmed the Soviet desire for “progress in future negotiations.”85

Why had Carter made such “unrealistic” proposals? The Kremlin
advanced a number of somewhat contradictory explanations. First, the
US proposals were indicative of the increased influence of the
“Washington hawks” who were seeking to undermine detente. Carter
had momentarily succumbed to their pressures, according to this view.
Second, Carter had simply “blundered” by sending Vance to Moscow.
This explanation implied Carter had acted on naivete, a theme which
would later be developed more fully. Nonetheless, to the Soviets, this
“blunder ” had “played into the hands of the hawks.”86 Third , and
another view which would be increasingly stressed in future months ,
was the observation that the United States was “trying to make big -

politics on cunning, on its striving to hoodwink the partner.” This view
stressed that “sincerity and honesty” were vital in negotiations.87 The
implicatio n was th at Carter himself was a clever politician who was
seeking to balance the contend ing forces in American society to build a
new concensus on which he could base policy. Perhaps most
signifIcantly, none of the divergent Soviet attitudes toward Carter
directly criticized the President. Soviet assessments of him ran the
gamut from “clever” to “naive,” but in all cases, the Soviet
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commentary left the impression that American policy had not yet been
locked into a particular course or direction. The influence of the
“reactionaries” had increased, it was true, but to the Soviets, this did
not imply that Carter had fallen under their sway. On the other hand,
voices of “realism” had become less influential. American national will,
as far as the Kremlin was concerned, was an unknown quantity. Its
former paralysis was in the process of disappearing, but the Kremlin
was not at all sure what would replace it.

Carter’s strategic weapons decisions of May through July somewhat
clarified the Soviet ’s confusion. The Soviets castigated the decisions to
deploy the MK 12-A warhead, fund the Trident and cruise missile
systems, and develop a neutron bomb as “inconsistent” with the
objectives of SALT and “inevitable” sources of another spiral in the
arms race. Pravda, Izvest Ha, Krasnaia Zvezda, and other Soviet
publications contributed to the outcry in practically every issue. Even
the decision to stop B-i production was “not a symptom of moderation
or restraint” since the United States acknowledged that the B-52-cruise
missile combination would be “more effective.”88

Why had Carter made these decisions? While one view argued that
the MK 12-A decision in particular was designed to give the United
States a “trump card at SALT,”89 most Soviet commentary maintained
that Carter had continually made “concession(s) to the military and
industrial complex.”9° The weapons decisions were jointly described as
a “relapse into the old policy of American imperialism.”91 Carter
himself was directly criticized on occasion, but again, the Soviets left
no doubt that they believed US policy was still open to change.
Sovetskaya Rossiya eloquently expressed both sides of the Kremlin’s
viewpoint :

The military-industrial complex Is exacting an increasingly sinister
influence on Washington . . . . Those who see - the development of
international events in a realistic light hope that the pre~ nt US
administration will manage to find a more sober approach to the problems
It faces.92

In the wake of the strategic weapons decisions, It became
Increasingly apparent that the Soviets were torn between two views of
the Carter administration. The first view saw Carter as naive in matters
of state, unwittingly permitting himself to be used as an agent of
reactionary circles. The second view saw Carter as a skilled and shrewd
politician, balancing the competing segments of ‘he ruling circles while
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at the same time appealing to the nonbourgeois elements of society.
New Times for example, asked whether policy was being made “in the
White House or Pentagon,” and stressed that when crucial decisions
were made, reactionary forces should “not be allowed, intentionally or
unintentionally, to acquire too great an influence .” (Emphasis
added.)93

According to the first view, Carter’s “meddling in domestic Soviet
affairs” was in part due to “the new leader’s lack of political
experience.”94 While the new President had tried to “demonstrate an
active posture” on arms limitations questions, he had on occasion
“played into the hands” of those opposing detente. Those opposing
detente had “exerted psychological pressure” on the Carter
administration, and, in essence, had taken advantage of Carter’s lack of
expertise.95 This argument , however, increasingly fell into disuse at the
expense of the “Carter-the-politician” outlook, although Carter’s
naivete was still occasionally discussed. Radio Moscow sought to blend
the two outlooks:

(US policies are determined by) the ambition of the new men in the
Washington leadership who want to acquire as rapidly as possible the
political support they tack by using demagogy and playing on the
chauvinistic feelings of the American men in the street.. . . A certain role
appears also to have been played by the obvious inexperience of the new
leadership. .. ~96

Radio Moscow’s conclusion that “political greenhorns can learn”
served as the point of departure for later Soviet observation that the
American effort to “correct detente . . . (has) deeper roots than the
inexperience of the new administration.” Arbatov, wflting in Pravd a;
put Carter’s rhetoric and policies once again within the confines of class
interpretations: “These roots (of Carter’s policies) lie in the aspirations
of the US ruling class, aspirations which in the past gave rise to the Cold
War.”97 Although Arbatov balanced his pessimism- with observations
that there were “positive aspects” to the Carter presidency, there was
little doubt that the Russians were less convinced than ever that
Carter’s “duality” was unintentional. As Radio Moscow earlier said,
“there is every sign that in the past a more realistic view of things
prevailed.”98

CONCLUSIONS: NATIONAL WILL
AND SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY

Even with the emerging Soviet perception that Carter is a skillful
20
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politician rather than a naive blunderer, the Soviet leadership has not
yet cast him in either a “realistic” or “reactionary” mold. While the
Kremlin believes that “the present administration. . . takes its cues in
many ways from reactionary circles,”99 it at the same time observes
that “the problem of continuity in US politics has not yet been
resolved, and a struggle is still apparently under way around j t.”l 00
Significantly, “how this situation shapes up in the future depends to a
large extent on the US adniiistration.”lOl

Carter’s impact on American will is another story. While the Kremlin
hesitates to predict which course short-term American policy will take,
it is evident that the Soviet Union no longer believes that the United
States is immobilized by the paralysis of will which inflicted the
country, in their eyes, during the Ford administration. Carter’s strategic
arms policy has won support for him from the “reactionaries” within
the bourgeoisie. His rhetoric about arms limitation has won him the
allegiance of the “realists.”- His advocacy of human rights has paid
dividends with wide support within the bourgeoisie, and has even won
him the allegiance of certain elements of the “progressive” forces
within the United States. Indeed , one Pravda article, reprinted in New
Times, argued that a major goal of the human rights campaign was to
“disorient and divide the progressive social and political forces in the
capitalist countries.”102 Judging by the loud and continuing Soviet
outcry against the human rights campaign, the Kremlin believes it is
working.

In a little over a year , then, President Carter succeeded in reducing
opposition to adm inistration policy within the bourgeois ruling class by
giving the appearance of supporting policies favored by different
segments within that class, at least in Soviet eyes. As a spin-off effect of
the human rights campaign, nonbourgeois elements of American society
whose support is less necessary but nonetheless increasingly important
for the implementation of policy have also supported Carter. As a
result, the centrifugal force which fragmented and paralyzed American
will in the wake of Watergate and Vietnam has been reduced, and
American national will is once again coalescing into a more effective
unit . Although the Soviet leadership does not yet discern which policies
shall be pursued with the aid of this temporarily strengthened will,
there is no doubt , in the Kremlin’s eyes, that the course of history will
eventually necessitate readoption of a “realistic” foreign policy. This
will occur as elements of bourgeois society again gain predominance. To
the Soviets, these processes are inevitable. Only the t imeframe remains
vague.

From the Kremlin’s point of view, these observations inevitably
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carry significant policy import. Fragmented or paralyzed American will
affords the Soviet Union greater opportunity to act unopposed in the
international arena; revitalized will reduces that opportunity . Thus, It is
probably reasonable to expect few Soviet foreign policy initiatives in
the immediate future which challenge critical American security
concerns, since such initiatives would inevitably further strengthen US
resolve.

This does not mean, however, that instances of potential
Soviet-American military confrontation or indirect surrogate
confrontation will disappear or even be reduced. Rather, one may
expect the Kremlin to cautiously test American resolve, particularly in
areas which may be viewed in the United States as peripherally
important. With the Soviet Union’s expanded military capabilities,
these efforts may well occur In areas increasingly remote from
traditional Soviet areas of interest.

The exact role that the Soviet perception of American will shall have
in determining the location, intensity, and frequency of such future
efforts is uncertain. To be sure, however, it does exist. Given the
importance which the Kremlin’s leaders attach to subjective factors of
national power such as will, it is evident that US policymakers, in
fashioning their responses to Soviet initiatives, face an increasingly
difficult task—not only must they defme American interests in
peripherally important areas and formulate policies to protect those
interests, but they must also design those policies so that the Soviet
Union—and its surrogates—correctly interpret the “signals” those
policies inevitably send. To repeat, this will become an increasingly
difficult task in future years.

Still, it is a challenge which must be successfully met. An inaccurate
Soviet perception of American will, particularly if that perception
underestimates US resolve, is as dangerous to American security as is an
actual lack of will. Through the remainder of this century and beyond,
then, one of the major challenges to US policymakers will be to create
in the minds of Soviet leaders, as they learn to live with their own new
global capabilities, an accurate image of American will.
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